
your life I BEAUTY THE BRIGHT SIDE 
From toothpaste to high-tech gadgets, there 

are excellent at-home teeth-whitening 
treatments. Options for every budget: TRY THIS Listerine Zero ($6 for one liter; 

amazon.com) is alcohol-free, so there's no burning 
sensation. Supersrnile Ripple Edge Tongue Clean-
ers ($22 for a pack of six; supersmile.com) are 
reusable and keep you from triggering your gag 
reflex. Rather than sticking it straight into your 
mouth, you bend the plastic and pull it forward.

Don't Forget to Floss
Any dentist will tell you that 
flossing daily is just as impor-
tant as brushing. "In adults, 
the cavities form between the 
teeth, where a toothbrush can't 
get to," says Lana Rozenberg, 
D.D.S., a cosmetic dentist in 
New York City. Even though it 

can be a pain to floss, the good news is that once a 
day is sufficient.
TRY THIS We're fans of The Flossbox, $4; 
drugstore.com. The other side has a mirror.

The idea of adult braces can be hard to swallow. That's why 
experts, including New York City orthodontist  Jacqueline I. 
Fulop Goodling, D.M.D., recommend Invisalign, which uses 
custom-fit, clear plastic "aligners" to straighten teeth. In addition 
to making you feel better about your appearance, straighter teeth 
lead to healthier gums and improved speech. Unlike metal braces. 
Invisalign can be removed during brushing, flossing, and eating. 
Dr. Fulop Goodling says the majority of adults need a year of 
treatment. Average cost: $5,000. Check with your health-care 
company to see whether it will cover a portion of the cost. 

Straight Talk

Beam Machine 
Developed by Jonathan Levine, 
D.M.D. , associate professor at the 
New York University School of 
Dentistry, the GLO Brill iant 
P e rs o nal  T e et h  W hi t e ni ng  
Device ($320; HSN.com) is a 
mouthpiece with light and heat 
built in. After applying a gel to 
your teeth, do five 32-minute 
sessions the first week. Then do a 
weekly eight-minute session for 
the rest of the month. 

Gentle Polisher 
If you have sensitive teeth but 
still  want whitening benefits, 
Kiss My Face Sensitive Aloe 

Vera Toothpaste ($6; 
kissmyface.com) is a good 
choice. It contains natural 

silica particles to polish away 
stains and potassium nitrate 
to help reduce the pain from 

cold, heat, acids, or sweets. 

Rapid Whitener 
The company behind the first-ever 

bleaching strip now makes Crest 
3D White 2 Hour Express Whites-

trips ($55 for four treatments; 
3dwhite.com). The new ones deliver 
a thicker layer of ingredients so you 

get a dazzling result in the time it 
takes to do laundry. 

www.rozenbergdds.com


